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Nernst effect and cuprates 



The Nernst effect 

  Thermoelectric phenomenon observed  

     in strong magnetic fields 

  Very small and featureless in metals 

  Important role for correlated electron 

     systems only recently due to discovery  

     of large Nernst signal in cuprate materials 

  Potential of new insights into origin  

     of cuprate phase diagram 



Nernst effect 

Thermal analogon to Hall effect  



The cuprates 

Damascelli et al., RMP 75, 473 (2003) 



Damascelli et al., RMP 75, 473 (2003) 

? 
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The cuprates 



Nernst effect near superconducting dome 

Wang et al. PRB 64, 224519 (2001) 

contours of constant n 
[nV/KT] 

Vortices in thermal 
gradient produce 
strong Nernst signal 



Phenomenological explanation 

Josephson equation: 

# of drifting vortices: 

Transverse Voltage 



Quasiparticle Nernst effect 

Li and Greene PRB 76, 174512 (2007) 

Nernst effect linear in  
magnetic field: normal  
state quasiparticles  

Vortex Nernst effect, 
suppressed in strong 
magnetic fields 
 



Nernst effect and stripe order  



Stripe order  



Stripe order  



Stripe order  

On mean-field level: 
provides scattering potential 
for quasiparticles 



Cyr-Choniere Nature 458, 743 (2009) 

Eu-LSCO 
Nd-LSCO 

Nernst signal shows two „peaks“:  

1) Superconducting fluc. at low T 
 
2)  Fermi surface reconstruction  
      at higher T 



Theoretical question: 
 
To what extent can this peak structure of 
the Nernst effect be explained 
in terms of normal state quasiparticles? 



     Semiclassical calculation 

Quasiparticle Hamiltonian 

Boltzmann equation 



     Semiclassical calculation 



Nernst signal for CDW+SDW (period 8) 

Hackl/Vojta/Sachdev PRB 81, 045102 (2010) 

Stripe strength 



Nernst signal for CDW+SDW (period 8) 

Hackl/Vojta/Sachdev PRB 81, 045102 (2010) 

Stripe strength 

Only electron-like pockets cause  
large positive Nernst signal  



Nernst signal for CDW+SDW (period 8) 

Assuming a mean-field dependence of  
the stripe order parameter on doping: 

Doping  

Hackl/Vojta/Sachdev PRB 81, 045102 (2010) 



Nernst signal for CDW+SDW (period 8) 

Assuming a mean-field dependence of  
the stripe order parameter on temperature: 

Hackl/Vojta/Sachdev PRB 81, 045102 (2010) 



Nernst signal for CDW+SDW (period 10) 

Period-10 stripe order with  

Hackl/Vojta/Sachdev PRB 81, 045102 (2010) 

Only hole pockets  Electron pockets 



Intermediate conclusions 

 Fermi surface reconstruction due to stripe  
    order in agreement with enhanced positive  
    Nernst signal 
 
 Sign changes of Nernst signal as function  
    of temperature predicted in underdoped 
    region 
 
 Further experiments for different dopings 
    needed to check theoretical results  



     Nernst effect and rotational  
           symmetry breaking   



Electron nematic order in cuprates  

Anisotropic spin 
fluctuations detected 



Electron nematic order in cuprates  

Proposed theoretically   
years before 

Anisotropic spin 
fluctuations detected 



 Is the pseudogap phase a nematic phase? 

Nernst signal 



Stripe order is not enough 
Anisotropy ratio too small (<=2 for 
relevant stripe potential strengths) 
 
Example: period 8 stripe order 



Electron nematic order 

Nematic order distorts band structure 

Lattice symmetry: C            C 4
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(e.g., precursor of stripe phase) 

here: symmetry 

distorted hoppings: 



Anisotropic Nernst effect 

Van Hove singularity 

Empty band 

Hackl/Vojta Phys. Rev. B 80, 220514(R) (2009) 

Amplified anisotropic  
response ! 



Anisotropic Nernst effect 

Typical cuprate parameters;  

Small anisotropy 

Large anisotropy 



Summary 



Summary 

 Proposed Nernst signal as unique tool for 
     detection of broken rotational symmetry, 
     e.g. also in Sr Ru O   

 Strong enhancement of quasiparticle Nernst effect 
in strongly stripe ordered cuprates at doping 
x=1/8, qualitative agreement with experiment 

 Results strengthen proposal of the 
identification  of  pseudogap phase as 
nematically ordered state  
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